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Abstract – Modern lifestyle has become rather stressful and fast. This is the fact everybody is aware of. It also means that adolescents’ attitude towards recreation and regular physical exercise necessary for a healthy and high-quality development has been more and more passive. With a view of making the students, as a group where this problem is obvious, aware of this fact, it is necessary to offer some really interesting activities to them. Therefore, there are many reasons why the idea of field classes should be implemented. Firstly, it does not only raise the adolescents’ awareness of the importance of everyday recreation (rock-climbing, cycling) but it also uses the workshop technique with the aim of introducing the students-participants to unusual life conditions and survival skills in extreme life situations (orientation in space, first aid, wilderness survival). Furthermore, such a form of field classes also offers the students-participants the possibility to learn about the natural and cultural beauties and sights of our country (in this particular example, the region of Ogulin). Finally, the advantage of such field classes is the possibility for the students to get to know each other better, improve the communication and cooperation among students, teachers, project manager, professional rescue teams and members of The Croatian Mountain Rescue Service who are also involved in the project. All of the above mentioned facts lead us to the conclusion that field classes have the potential of being an interesting form of education for the students incorporating the aspect of health, culture and social interaction. It uses communication, free time activities and pleasant atmosphere to teach students how to significantly improve the quality of their health in the future.

Key words: recreation, orientation, first aid, knot tying, hiking
INTRODUCTION

While studying at the Faculty of Kinesiology, students get the knowledge they might use in their future work to motivate students to do some kind of physical activity. Since it has constantly been pointed out that today children spend less and less of their free time doing some kind of physical activity, it is expected that people, unless they become generally more aware of the usefulness of physical activity, are prone to various modern lifestyle diseases caused by sedentary way of life and work.

Therefore, it is a duty and an obligation of the Physical Education teachers to provide their students with the knowledge they will use as the basis and support for their healthy lifestyle in the future. The current offer of different activities is obviously not satisfactory to motivate children and adolescents to start doing some kind of physical exercises, so it is necessary to make up new activities which will motivate more children to take up sports activities in their free time.

There are various sports centres in towns which offer numerous possibilities, so that going to such centres on a weekly basis has already become a trend. Such centres are usually fitness or wellness centres whose services should be paid by individuals. There are a lot of people taking advantage of this offer but vast majority cannot afford it or does not use them for other reasons. Therefore, there is the need to create activities outside the place of residence which generally do not cost a lot and could be done whenever an individual feels like it in order to complement the existing sports and recreational activities offer.

That is the background of the idea of Physical Education field classes intended for the first year students of secondary schools, which is being implemented at XVIII Grammar School in Zagreb. It could be said that the idea was based on the obligatory classes for the students of the Faculty of Kinesiology, course Kinesiology Recreation, although it has been modified and adapted for the students’ educational needs. So far it has been successfully implemented in the framework of Physical Education classes for three years, and the creator of the project would like to offer it to other schools so they can also start implementing it.

FIELD CLASSES AND KNOWLEDGE APPLICATION POTENTIAL

Numerous researches prove that physical exercises have positive effect on the growth and development of all the features of the anthropological status, especially with children. Physical Education curriculum includes application of organisational techniques which are obligatory for all the students but it also recommends the application of non-obligatory techniques which
students would like to apply. Therefore, optional activities could be winter or summer holidays, excursions and hiking, as well as other optional activities in accordance with the students' interests. Since the students can choose these activities according to their own interests, these activities could motivate all the students who do not want to participate or do not have the possibility to do them in their free time.

Physical Education field classes project called: *Survival and spending time in wilderness* consists of several constituent parts with the aim of health improvement, theoretical and motor knowledge acquisition, which will enable the students to cope with everyday but also unpredictable situations as well as initiate the development of educational effect via interpersonal communication.

Following the successful implementation of the pilot project of Physical Education field classes with the first year students at XVIII Grammar School in Zagreb in 2007, the field classes were included in the curriculum of the above mentioned school and are implemented every year. The creator of the project, who is also responsible for its organisation and implementation including survival and spending time in wilderness, in this particular case the mountain, is Damir Vučić, a Physical Education teacher at XVIII Grammar School.

One of the aims of the field classes was also one aspect of cross-curricular teaching useful for students (Physical Education with subjects like Geography and History). While choosing the location, several very important factors were taken into consideration. Firstly, the chosen location is of geographical and tourist interest so that the students along with being included in pre-planned workshops of theory and practice could also learn about the natural, cultural and historical sights of our country.

The region of Ogulin, which is considered to be one of the most interesting regions of the Republic of Croatia and a well-known tourist destination, was chosen as a starting point location due to its numerous and diverse potentials. Ogulin is situated in the very centre of Croatia, half way from Zagreb and Rijeka, within the tourist area of Plitvice Lakes (from the east), wooded Gorski kotar (from the west) and North Adriatic (from the south). It is situated in a vast valley of two rivers: Dobra and Zagorska Mrežnica.

The chosen region of Ogulin offers really numerous possibilities for field classes. They can be classified according to the difficulty of the location, duration, psycho-physical abilities of the users, location of activities (cave, hole, rock, mountain, forest, river, etc.) and respecting the demands of users they can be modified creating other kinds of activities to spend time in nature.

Out of numerous activities offered (rock-climbing, hiking, mountain cycling, diving, caving, skiing...) the chosen ones, first of all, took into consideration the safety of the students as well as their abilities and interests. These chosen activities were presented via prepared workshops, first in the framework of theoretical and then practical part of their implementation.
Mountain Klek, an interesting natural sight rising above the town of Ogulin, showed to be a really excellent choice for the project. Klek is a prominent peak at the eastern edge of Velika Kapela massif. Its beauty attracts numerous rock-climbers so that its south-eastern rock was the first location for the education of Croatian rock-climbers as well as the location of numerous rock-climbing competitions. This mountain is really a good choice for field classes primarily because it gives the opportunity for different workshops created for the students.

PRACTICAL WORKSHOPS

Since the aim of the field classes is to enable students and the teacher to focus on the teaching material under unusual living and working conditions, workshops dealing with the themes necessary for survival in the wilderness (outside the place of residence and work) and social interaction were prepared for this excursion.

The aim was to make the students aware of the fact that spending time in nature can be an unforgettable and interesting experience if we are well prepared for the unpredictable situations and learn the necessary skills.

Therefore, students were shown and taught the skills of efficiently using mountaineering equipment, lighting a fire, building a shelter against cold, rain, wind, snow; creating signalisation (fire, smoke...) in case of accident, etc.

Within the framework of such field classes, special attention was paid to teaching students first aid skills in a series of practical workshops.

1. First aid – Using the technique of teaching and practice, the students learned and applied first aid skills necessary for everyday life, and especially for spending time in the mountain. Although the most common injuries in nature are scratches, cuts, twisted ankles, broken bones, bruises or burns, students also learned how to immediately provide basic medical help to an injured person while waiting for the professional medical rescuers with a view of saving human life by preventing the health deterioration.

Picture 1. Use of bandages while teaching first aid skills
2. **Tying knots** – Practicing different ways of knotting, the students should learn the knots which they could use in everyday life (sometimes a correct knot could save somebody's life).

3. **Spending time and surviving in the mountains** – These teaching lessons were prepared by the teachers who are professional rescuers and members of The Croatian Mountain Rescue Service, and since the students were in the mountain, they could feel for themselves what it means to be well prepared for spending time in the mountain, as well as for the dangers of the mountains (coldness, rain, darkness, fog, wild animals). Learning survival skills is a life-long process. We can always learn more, but the important role is also given to the experience of spending time in the mountain. However, it is never late to start learning. Notwithstanding the fact that numerous unpredictable situations can occur while spending time in nature, we can be prepared for the most common ones.

4. **Cycling** – the region of Ogulin offers to all its visitors the possibility of enjoying really beautiful preserved landscape which can be visited by bicycle. Cycling fans can use the challenging cycling routes which enable them to see cultural, historical, economical and natural sights of the town and its surroundings.

5. **Orientation** – since it is an extremely important skill for spending time in the mountain, one of the workshops focused on this skill whose theoretical part was followed by practical exercises in nature.

   It is really important to point out that at all times during the period of time students spent and had field classes in the mountain, the people responsible for their safety were their teacher as well as the instructors who are members of The Croatian Mountain Rescue Service, the professional team of mountain rescuers from inaccessible areas in extreme weather conditions, that is, for all situations in which special professional knowledge and rescuing equipment should be used. It refers to accidents in mountain areas, rocks, caves, steep and inaccessible locations, as well as the accidents that happen in extreme weather conditions (snow, coldness, ice, fog, etc.). Besides rescuing and providing first aid to the injured in inaccessible locations, another important activity of The Croatian Mountain Rescue Service is the education and the prevention, that is, the preventing and avoiding accidents at inaccessible locations, especially accidents of mountain climbers. This team consists of the best Croatian alpinists, cave experts, mountaineers and skiers trained to provide first aid and use all the techniques of mountain rescuing.

   Their participation in this kind of field classes was extremely important because they could share their knowledge and personal experience, which is the most convincing, interesting and valuable, with the students.
EFFICIENT COMMUNICATION – ONE OF THE AIMS OF FIELD CLASSES

This kind of teaching offers the possibility of correlation of different subjects, but there is also the accompanying goal of interpersonal communication among the students and the teachers which deepens their relationship and improves its quality.

Every workshop, after the teaching/presentation part is followed by communication with students, which enables the teachers to use real approach and examples and, therefore, prove that classes do not end with the school bell, but it also shows the students that their teachers care and are ready to share a part of their free time with them.

Pleasant working atmosphere and quality classes are based on well managed communication between the teacher and the students. The possibility of discussion on potential mistakes, lack of communication in regular classes will give the insight into everyday misunderstandings which appear in work and will be used as potential indicators of how these problems can be worked out most efficiently.

The key to quality classes is the successful communication and good understanding of one’s own students, which is also one of the aims of these field classes.

CONCLUSION

It is important to once again point out the importance of such a form of field classes for secondary school students as well as for the students of the Faculty of Kinesiology, who themselves go through positive changes and learn how different physical activities can meet human existential needs for movement. All the participants of field classes see spending time and survival in wilderness as a positive experience, and the feeling of content and psychological well-being helps them in their future everyday life and work so that they themselves become the best promoters of a healthy lifestyle which finally leads to healthy society that uses movement to fight the negative effects of hypokinesia.
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Translation from Croatian: Lecturer Alenka Mikulec, Faculty of Teacher Education, University of Zagreb, Branch in Petrinja, Croatia
TERENSKA NASTAVA – OBLIK EDUKACIJE ZA ZDRAVIJU I KVALITETNINU BUDUĆNOST MLADIH

Sažetak – Život danas sve je stresniji i ubrzaniji. Toga smo sve svjesniji. Činjenica jest da on sa sobom nosi i sve pasivniji stav mladih ljudi prema rekreaciji i sustavnom tjelesnom vježbanju koje je neophodno za zdrav i kvalitetan razvoj. Kako bi to osvijestili i učenicima kod kojih je to zapravo najizraženije, valja im ponuditi što zanimljivije sadržaje. U tom smislu, ideju terenske nastave učenika srednje škole smatramo vrijednom iz više razloga. Ponajprije, ona ne potiče samo svijest mladih ljudi o važnosti rekreacije za svakodnevni život (alpinizam, biciklizam), već kroz pripremljene radionice za cilj ima i upoznavanje učenika – sudionika sa nesvakidašnjim životnim uvjetima i snalaženje u ekstremnim životnim situacijama (orientacija u prostoru, prva pomoć, preživljanje u divljinji). Osim toga, ovakav oblik terenske nastave također nudi i upoznavanje učenika – sudionika sa prirodnim i kulturnim ljepotama i znamenitostima naše zemlje (u konkretnom slučaju ogulinskog kraja). I na kraju, prednost ovakvog tipa terenske nastave je mogućnost još boljeg međusobnog upoznавanja, razvoja komunikacije i međusobne suradnje učenika i profesora organizatora, profesionalnih spašavatelja i članova HGSS-a koji su također uključeni u projekt. Na temelju svega navedenog može se zaključiti kako je terenska nastava jedan potencijalni oblik educiranja učenika koji će njima biti zanimljiv ne samo u zdravstvenom, već i u kulturno – društvenom aspektu te koji kroz komunikaciju, druženje i ugodnu atmosferu svakako pruža važan iskorak u njihovu zdraviju i kvalitetniju budućnost.

Ključne riječi: rekreacija, orijentacija, prva pomoć, čvorologija, boravak u planini